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UNITED STATES ' :omi w. '15mm-or e.' waar y _ _ " 

.451mm;|\rr.'r-A1_.1ulcxoo~ _ l __ ____ 

‘Application and ottone: 14,'1e2e,_'s¢n¿1¿1v°. mm. Renewed _my as. resi. i 
This inventiojii relates to a sheet metal pack ‘ _ Fi re 4 is va cross-sectional view showing 

yconveyer and more particularly to a device _the c eaning brushesin engagement with'the 
0f thisvchara’cter which is _ada ted for _the metalpacks on the conveyer.  I v "_. 

5 urpose of conveying packso sheet metal » Figure 5 is a detail view taken on the line u 

roma metal working furnace to a rolling 5-5.of Figure 1.  f _ » Y' __ ï mill, but it is to be understood that a. con-  ` Figure 6 is a perspective view of one of . 

veyer constructed in accordance with this in- the lower brushes. _ ' " ' v_ Y' ' ` ' vention may be utilized for >any purpose for . Figure is a perspective view of one ofthe 1 _ 

m which it is found adapted. y ' ‘ _bell'cranklevers  " f C ,_ » " _ j _ «e0 

An >importantobject of the invention‘is to _ Figure 8 is a detail view in elevationk show1~` 
provide, in a manner as hereinafter set forth, ing an end ortion of one of thelon 'tudinal « , 

_ a conveyer of the aforementioned character, guide mem ' rs‘located on thesideo Athe con- '_ 
which is .adapted to be`associated with the, veyer. l V '_ _ _ '- , ‘- _ _ _ 

1:, outlet of a sheet metalworking furnace and’ Figure9 is a fragmentarylongitudinal_sec- ~ 35 
is provided with simultaneously adjustable tional view showing the position ofthelower- Y ` 
guide _elements extending longitudinally on_ most brushes on the conveyen4 _ l  . "  

'opposite sides thereof for guiding the metal Referring to the' drawings in' detail, the _ 
packs as same travel over the conveyer from reference c aracter 1 designates _the floor or f 

 20 saidifurnace to the rolling mill.` » ground in front of the'furnace- (not-shown) 47o 
Another important object of the invention and in which is vformed a channel 2 of appro- ' resides- in the provision of inwardly project- priate depth. An elon ated metal plate -3 ex- ' _ 

ing guard iingers which extend over the con- tends' longitudinally tlërough >the channel. 2 _ ' 
veyer and are provided with swivelled rollers and has mounted _thereon the integral, 11p-_ _ 

25 for maintaining the packs on the conveyer. standing, longitudinal spaced flanges'V or ribs _75 
Another impojrtant feature of the inven- 4 whichl provide channels A," B and G. A" - 

tion resides in thev provision of opposed clean- plurality of> ' longitudinally spaced rotary 
ing elements or brushes which are mounted on shafts 5_are journaled through' the upstan'd 
and shift with the guidemembers and are for ing flangesv 4’and have mounted thereon, in- _ 

30 engagement with thepacks as it travels over A_terme‘diate the pairs of said flanges, the cylin- so 
the conveyer for the purpose of cleaning the drical rollers 6 vwhich project above the» ' 
upper and lower surfaces thereof. ' _ ‘ íianges 4. ' - ` __ 

Other objects of the invention are to pro- ' Rearwardly ofthe channel 2 on the floor 1 
vide a conveyer ofthe aforementioned char- are mounted p‘airs'of longitudinally spaced v 

35 acter which, will be simple in construction, standards 7 and 8 andìbetween each of the 85 
strong, durable, eflicient in its useand which pairs of standards a horizontal shaft 9 and ̀ 

_ may be manufacturedîat low cost.. _ A 10 extends. A pair of sprockets i711 are 
Other objects and advantages of the invenf mounted for rotation on the shaft'9 and have 

' tion will become apparent from a study of the trained thereover the endless conveyer chains ' 
40 following specification, taken in connection“ 12 which extend into the metalworking fur-> ,as ' 
Y with' the accompanying drawings, wherein _ nace and are adapted to convey ̀ the -metal 

like characters of reference, designate corre-_ packs therefro . The> upper and lower 
spending _parts throughout the several views, strands of the chain 12 pass above and below - 
and wherein :- i" _ the shaft 10 respectively. A sprocket 13 is 

 45 Figiire 1 is'a top plan view of a sheet metal 'j mounted on the intermediate portion of theI 95 
pack conveyor constructed in accordance with ‘shaft 10.A At the forward end offthe con 

è this invention. ' 7  '_ - veyer a pair of vertical standards „14 are 
_ Figure 2 is a longitudinal sectional view__ mounted between whichextends a horizontal 
taken centrally through the conveyer. - shaft 15 upon which 1s mounted forlrotation 

Figureâis'a cross-sectional view. „ the sprocket 16. l An endless cham 17 isA 10S 
. _ _ ‘ l . _ _ _ . _ . __ _ 
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therefrom at right angles..v 

l 

trained over the sprockets13 and 16 and travel 
between the >innermost of the vertical flanges 
4 of the conveyer. The chain 17 is provided 
with a plurality of longitudinally spaced out 
wardly extending lugs 18. As will be seen in 
»Figures 2 and 3 of the drawings, the chains 
12, 17 ‘and the conveyer roller 6 are all longi 
tudinally aligned and in substantially the 
same horizontal plane. 
A plurality of longitudinally spaced strips 

~19 are mounted on the floor 1 on opposite 
sides of the channel 2 and extend outwardly 

Longitudinally extending channel irons 20 
are connected to the outer ends of the strips 
19 with vtheir channelled sides disposed in' 
wardly for the reception of said strips. A 
plurality of'arms 21 are pivotally connected, 
as' at 22 tothe upper sides of the channel bars 
20 in longitudinally .spaced relation thereon 
and extend diagonally inwardly therefrom. 
inwardly of their free ends the arms 21 are 

. pivotaly connected to channel bars 23, as at 

25 
24 and said bars 23 also have their channeled 
sides disposed inwardly and are of less height 

. than the bars 20 and are shiftably supported 

>se 

' stantia-lly a horizontal plane. 

s f Arisea 45p 

„in the strips 19. Vertical guide rollers 24 are 
journaled in the channel bars 23 and are for 
engagement by the sheet >metal packs 25 for 
retaining the same in its proper position on 
the conveyer as it travels thereouer. f 
The inwardly projecting free ends of the 

arms 21 have swivelled thereon, as at 26, the 
depending rollers 27 for engagement with 
any upturned portion of the packs for the 
purpose of bending the same down into sub 

The rollers 27 
also function in a manner. to retain the packs 
on the conveyer as will be obvious. 
For the purpose'of sweeping foreign mat 

ter from the upper and lower surfaces of the 
»pack as it moves over the "conveyer 'a' plurality 
of opposed brushes are provdided and com 

lower brush including the bristles 28 
which extend upwardly on opposite sides of 
the‘upper strand of the chain 17 ~for engage 

1 ment with the lower surface of the pack and 

50 
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said bristles _are mounted on an elongated bar 
29 provided with the downwardly extending 
yapertured ears' 30for securing the brush on 
lthe upper end of the flanges 4 intermediate 
the rollers 6 thereon, as seen most clearly in 

i ' - Figures'4 and 9 of the drawings. The'upper 
brushes comprise a pair of overlapping diag 
onally extending supporting bars 31 having 
the usual bristles depending therefrom and 
which are anchored, at one end, in the chan 
nel bars 23. , . f ~ ~ ' ' 

A pair of vertical standards 32 are posi 
tioned rearwardly of the conveyer constitut 
ing this invention and on opposite sides there 
of and have journaled therein the opposite 
endportions of a rotary shaft 33, the opposite 
end portions‘of which are reversely' threaded 
as at 34. _ A guide rod 35 is also supported at 

' of said shaft. The rearmost of 

' newness 

its opposite ends in the standards 32 beneath 
the shaft 33 and in fparallel spaced relation 
thereto. A pair o forwardly extendin 
hifurcated arms 36 are threaded on the en 
portions of the shaft 33 and are maintained 
against rotation thereon» and in a horizontally 
extending position through the medium of 
the depending guide iin ers 37 which s'lidably 
embrace the rod 35. s will be apparent, 
the arms 36 vare shifted longitudinally on the 
shaft _33 in opposite direction upon rotation 

the arms 21 
have rigidly connected to the pivoted ends 
thereof the outwardly extending cranklevers 

70 
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' 38 which extend between thefurcations on the 3@ 
arms 36 and have mounted therein cross pins 
39 which extend into elongated slots 40 in 
said furcations. @ne Aend of the shaft 33 ex 
tends beyond its respective’supportin stand 
ards 32 and has mounted thereon a vele 
gear 41. A standard 42 is mounted adjacentl 
the gear 41 and has journalled therein a crank 
handle 43 having mounted thereon a beveledv 
gear 44 which is in mesh with the gear 41. 
The reference. numeral 45 designates, in 90 
dotted line, one of therollers of the rolling. 

the sheet metalpacks are to be, mill to which 
conducted. - 

Power may be 
- chain 17 in any suitablemanner, 
ing a belt driven pulley on~ either of the 
shafts 10 or 15. It is to be understood that as 
many pairs of the brushes ma" hel mounted 
on the device as is desired an it is further 

N‘understood that the device may be of any de 
sired length and instead of being mounted on 
a floor or the groundïthe same may be mount 
ed on an elevated sup Vvort. , ' 
In the operation o the device, power is 

_applied to the endless chain 17 for driving 
the same and when the sheet metal packs 25. 
.reach the end of theconveyer chain 12 from 
the-furnace, the same will'pass to the rollers 
6 -journaled in the flanges 4 and the lugs 18 
will engage the rear ends of the packs and 
ush the same longitudinally over the rollers. 
he long-litudinal side edges of the packs will 

engage t ~ 
23 for maintaining said packs in proper align 
ment on the vrconveyer. - For the purpose of' 
accommodating packs; of greater . or less 
width, the crank handle 43 is actuated for 

applied for moving the 
as by mount- 95 
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e guide ’rollers 24 inthe channel bars: , 

115 

rotating the shaft 33~ andthe arms> 36 move 
longitudinally on said shaft withï the result 
that the crank I 
mounted on the rearmost of the arms 21 is 
swung in a horizontal Aplane through the 

' medium of the pin and slot connection with 
said arms 36. This, of course, _causes the 
arms to which the crank> levers >38 are con-> !2__5 
nected to swing in anl are on their pivots-22 
and as all of said arms are connected together 
through the medium of the channel bars 23, . 
the same will swing in unison and the channel"v 
bars 23having the guide rollers 24 journaled ,139' 

lever 38 which is rigidlyv "120 
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therein will be moved laterally with respect 
to the Vconveyer rollers 6, as will be obvious. 
The overlapping upper brushes 31 are sufli- ~ 
ciently long to cover the entire upper surface 

_5 of the packs vwhen the guides are in their 
outermost position. Should the ends or cor 
ners of the metal sheet constituting the packs 
being bent upwardly, the swivelled rollers 27 
will engage the same and force it down into 
a substantially horizontal plane. When the 
packs reach the end of the conveyer` the same 
are taken therefrom by the mill rollers 45. 

' It is believed that the many advantages of 

15 this invention will be readily understood, and 
although the preferred embodiment of the 
invention is as illustrated and described, it is 
to he understood that changes in the details 
or" construction may be had which will fall 
within the scope of the invention as claimed. 
What is claimed is : 
l.. A sheet metal pack conveyer of the char 

acter described comprising spaced series of 
conveyer rollers, a power chain extending 
longitudinally therebetween, stationary bars 
on opposite sides of the rollers inspaced _re 

v v lation thereto, a series of arms pivotally con 
nected at one end to each of the stationary 
bars in longitudinally spaced relation, shift 
able bars pivotally connected to the arms in 
wardly of the stationary bars, guide rollers 
mounted on said shiftable bars and means 
for moving said arms and the shiftable bars 
in unison toward or from the conveyer'rollers. 

30 
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conveyer rollers, a power chain extending 
longitudinally therebetween, supporting 
strips extending laterally from the conveyer 
rollers, stationary bars at the outer ends 
thereof, horizontally swingable arms pivot 
ally connected, at one end,„to the stationary 

- bars andA extending inwardly therefrom, 
45 shiftable bars pivotally connected to the arms 

and shiftably supported on the strips, guide 
rollers on theshiftablebars and means for 

40 

, shifting said arms, stationary bars and guide A 
rollers toward or from the conveyer rollers. 

3. A sheet metal pack conveyer of the char 
50 . . . 

acter descrlbed comprlsing spaced serles of 

a conveyer constructed in accordance withn 

`posite longitudinal movement on said shaft 

2. A sheet metal pack conveyerof the char~ ' 
acter descrlbed comprising spaced series of ` 

3 

rollers in unison toward or from the'conveyer 
rollers. ' . ' 

4. A sheet metal pack conveyer of the char 
acter described. comprising spaced series 
of conveyer rollers, a power chain extending 70 
longitudinally therebetween, supporting 
strips extending laterally' from the conveyer 
rollers, stationary bars at the outer end there 
of, horizontally swingable arms pivotally 
connected at one end to the stationary bars 
and extending inwardly over the' conveyer~ 

“T Cil 

’ rollers, work engaging rollers pivotally de 
pending from the inner end portions of the 
arms, shiftable bars pivotally connected to 
the arms intermediate their ends and mov- £0 
ably> supported on the strips, guide rollers 
on the shiftable bars and means for. shift 
ing said arms, stationary bars, guide rollers 
and work engaging rollers toward or from 
the conveyer rollers in unison comprising £5 
crank levers rigidly connected to certain of 
the arms, atransverse‘rotary shaft adjacent 
said crank 'levers and having reversely 
threaded end portions, arms mounted for op 

co 

when the same is rotated, said arms operative 
ly connected to the free end of the crank 
levers and means at one end ofthe rotary 
shaft for operating the same. 
In testimony ̀ whereof I aitix my signature. ai 

JOHN W. PERRY. ’ 
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conveyer rollers, a power chain extending . 
longitudinally therebetween, supporting 
strips extending laterally from the conveyer 

55 rollers, stationary bars at the outer ends 
thereof, horizontally ‘swingable arms pivot 
ally connected, at one end, to the stationary 
'bars and extending inwardly over the con 
veyer rollers, work engaging rollers pivot 

.30 allyI depending from the inner end portionl 
‘of „the arms, shiftable bars pivotally con 
nected to the arms intermediate their ends 

. and movably supported on the strips, guide 
rollers on the shiftable bars and means for 
shifting‘said arms, stationary bars and guide 
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